
... plus many more

The Sark 500 PBX is a new small business phone system for offices with 
up to 20 phones. It is unlike any other PBX you have seen. Installation is 
a hands-off process, which means it is really easy and fast to install. And 
although it is a true IP system it has the flexibility to connect to standard 
UK analogue lines, ISDN2 and even GSM for mobile calls. The SARK PBX 
feature set will make you wonder why you haven’t looked at this system 
before.

ProVu have worked closely with Pika Technologies of Canada on the 
integration of their renowned SARK PBX software with the unique Pika 
Warp embedded device. The Pika WARP system has been developed 
specifically as a telephony appliance and by integrating the SARK PBX 
software the SARK 500 is set to break new ground in the small business 
PBX market place.

Why the SARK 500? Well, look around and find a fully featured PBX that automatically connects to all leading 
brands of SIP handsets, configures them, connects to all main SIP trunk providers, to analogue lines, ISDN2 lines, 
and even to GSM networks. You’ve just described the SARK 500!

Fast and Easy installation
Historically the setting up and configuration of IP phone systems and IP phones has been a time consuming laborious 
task, with engineers being required on site for many hours. 

With the SARK 500 when connecting snom, Yealink and Gigaset IP phones to the network, SARK becomes aware of 
them and automatically identifies what type of phones they are.  SARK then sends the phone its configuration settings 
and at the same time automatically creates an extension for the phone. With this unique automated configuration 
process SARK 500 is now the easiest and fastest IP phone system to install.

Compatible
The SARK 500 is fully SIP compliant and is compatible with all the leading brands of IP phones including snom, Yealink, 
Gigaset, Aastra, Cisco and Polycom.

Small Business Phone Solution
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Compact
Small unit size: This is a compact business telephone system (234mm W x 169mm D x 55mm H), we designed it to fit 
in any office environment: it fits on a desk, you can mount it on a wall, or simply put it on a shelf. It is extremely quiet 
which means it will not disrupt any staff, no matter where you place it.



Who can supply SARK 500? The SARK 500 will only be supplied via ProVu’s network of SARK accredited
Resellers. To become SARK accredited, resellers will be required to have a minimum of one support engineer
SARK trained and accredited.
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SARK Web Interface

SARK 500 impressive feature set
The following feature list is a summary of the key features. There are no additional software licences required 
all features are included as standard*

• Web configuration
• Voicemail per extension
• Group voicemail
• Unlimited ring groups
• Conference Bridge
• Unlimited IVR
• Call queues
• Advanced onboard Firewall – your PBX is protected
• Music on hold
• VoIP Bridge for remote branch integration
• Line out for connection to tannoy system
• Call recording (*optional)

Savings on calls to mobiles
The Pika WARP appliance has the option for two GSM modules with up to 4 sim cards. This means companies can utilise 
their existing business mobile contract to make calls from their desk phone to mobiles via GSM rather than paying the 
normal land line to mobile charges. This feature alone can generate massive savings as calls from land lines to mobiles 
are often many times that of business contracted mobile. calls. GSM connectivity also makes the SARK 500 an interest-
ing proposition for temporary phone systems, such as at building sites.

Flexibility
Telephone Lines: The Sark 500 supports a wide range of SIP trunks and 
configurations. In addition, the unit has its own range of plug-in telephony 
modules which can support conventional analogue, ISDN2, and even GSM 
trunks (using internally mounted sim cards). So whatever way your custom-
er wants to make, receive or route calls, SARK 500 has it covered.

Stable, efficient and green
Unlike other IP PBX alternatives, SARK 500 is not a PC, it uses purpose-built embedded technology. That means no mov-
ing parts and no hard disk drive. As a result, it uses around 15% of the power of a conventional PC so it runs very cool 
ensuring a long, trouble free life. The mean time between failure (MTBF) rating on the main board is an impressive 30.6 
years* which puts the reliability of the SARK 500 in the same league as carrier class telecoms equipment. 

*PIKA published information

SARK 500 Key Advantage Summary

Auto configuration - Fast and Easy installation

Compatible - All leading IP phones & SIP service providers

Flexibility - IP, ISDN2, Analogue, GSM

Secure - In built advanced Firewall

SARK - Reliable feature rich PBX software

Low cost - Most affordable VoIP system
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The SARK 500 connects to:
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